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What Is Happening in Ukraine and Why Is Russia Invading...!!

Russia's invasion of Ukraine enters a new phase. After strong

opposition to the Ukrainian military, Russian President Vladimir

Putin's troops are determined to consolidate their positions in the

south and east of the country as they begin a new offensive,

bomb shelters and civilian targets.

Ukraine, meanwhile, has revealed what it says is a testament to

the war in Bucha and other cities near Kyiv during the Russian

occupation. Russia's attacks on human settlements have

displaced four million people from Ukraine.

The US and its European allies supply military equipment to

Ukraine and impose sanctions and other means of causing

economic harm to the Russian leader. President Biden blamed

Mr. Putin is accused of war and described the attack as

"genocide," saying the Russian leader is "trying to eradicate the

idea of being a Ukrainian." The Kremlin called his comments

"unacceptable".

Although Mr. Putin acknowledged Russia's economic impact, he

did not suggest that he would accept pressure to end the war.

Negotiations between the two sides have failed to bring progress.
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Latest on Ukraine's defense against Russia?

Russian troops are now trying to evacuate the eastern Ukraine region

known as the Donbas after Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky

warned in April that there would be a new offensive. Russia has failed

in its initial goal of immediately overthrowing Mr. Zelensky in Kyiv and

is now trying to expand its territory to build a bridge to the Crimea, a

peninsula occupied by Moscow in 2014. Russia's top military official

said this would happen. has been extended to the Transnistria region

of Moldova, where there are many Russian-speaking people. Mr.

Zelensky also said that Russia would focus on other European

countries.

Ukrainian officials have urged residents to leave the area east of the

east, where the bombing has continued. A Russian missile strike on

April 8 at a railway station in Kramatorsk killed at least 52 people.

Ukrainian officials say a Russian plane crash in the Luhansk region on

May 7 is believed to have killed at least 60 rural people who had taken

refuge at the school. Both sides are focused on infrastructure to deter

their rivals.

Kharkov, near the Russian border, has endured heavy casualties, and

Russia is now successfully controlling the southeastern port of

Mariupol, the site of the most difficult bombing.

Ukrainian troops were still trapped inside the city's main Azovstal iron

plant, although many civilians are now out of custody under the

protection of the United Nations and the Red Cross. The remaining

Ukrainian troops vowed to fight to the end.

RUSSIA UKRAINE CONFLICT



More than five million people have now left Ukraine,

according to the United Nations refugee agency. Russia's

Black Sea Fleet flag, Moskva, was hit by Ukrainian missiles

and the Neptune cruise sank, according to Ukrainian troops

and US officials.

Russia's defense ministry said it had drowned after the fire

engulfed the ammunition store, without saying how the fire

started. It was the largest naval ship ever under siege since

1945.

On the Russian side of the border, ammunition and other

sites were attacked by what Moscow described as a fire,

while several Russian military generals have been killed in

Ukraine since the start of the attack.

How does the West support Zelensky in defending himself

against Russia?

The US and its allies in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
are strengthening the eastern part of NATO, on the Ukrainian
border Mr. Biden and other Western leaders have pledged
billions of securities and humanitarian aid as concerns over
Moscow's use of chemical, biological or other unusual
weapons have grown.

Biden officials are also now going to significantly increase
the intelligence given to Ukrainian troops so that they can
target Moscow troops in Donbas and Crimea under Russian
attack, which is part of a change in US support that includes
$ 800 million in other weapons.

The US, its NATO allies and other Western countries have
strengthened their support for Ukraine by providing them
with heavy weapons and training.

The Pentagon has released about 80% of the 90 US howitzers

promised in Ukraine, and about 170 Ukrainians have been

trained to use Howitzers, with many more to be trained soon,

a senior US security official said in May. 2. said it would

provide missiles and armored vehicles, among other

programs.

US Secretary of Defense Lloyd Austin said on April 25 that he

believed Ukraine could win if they had the necessary

equipment and support. He was speaking after he and

Secretary of State Antony Blinken traveled to Kyiv to meet

with Mr. Zelensky, who said the US would restore the

embassy to the country and increase military support.

Other dignitaries who have visited the country include the

Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi, the British Prime Minister

Boris Johnson and the first American wife Jill Biden. .

The main weapon of the West is to cut Russia off the world

financial markets and damage its economy. The US has also

banned the importation of Russian oil, the Moscow economy,

and Russia's natural gas and other energy sources.

The European Union plans to reduce its import of Russian

natural gas by two-thirds by the end of this year and to

prevent the import of coal into Russia.
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Top Gainers of 
April

Hindalco:- 619.75 
(18.59%)

GNFC :- 608.20 
(17.97)

Coal India :- 188.70 
(17.24%)

Top Losers of 
April

Indiabulls Hsg:- 135.60 

(35.15%)
Dalmia Bharat:-

1331.00 (32.73%)
J.K.Cement:-

2336.90 (29.82%)

As On :-
25th April. 2022

NIFTY:-17054.3
SENSEX:- 56875.65

DOLLAR:-76.794  
EURO:- 81.746
OIL:- $1.9173

GOLD:- ₹48,990/-

The EU has called for an end to Russia's crude oil purchases within six months, and a ban on imports of Russian crude

oil products by the end of the year. Famous daughters of Mr. Putin are also sanctioned by the U.S., the EU and the

U.K. Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov has said NATO has joined forces with Russia to help Ukraine and that it

could escalate into a global conflict involving nuclear weapons. Russia has also suspended gas flows to Bulgaria and

Poland, signaling a new growth in Western conflicts after refusing to pay in rubles. European Commission President

Ursula von der Leyen has denounced the act as “fraud.”

“This is the personal opinion by the author.”

Written By:- Saumya Jaiswal (PGDM21214)



Bitcoins
Bitcoin is a digital currency whose record is kept by Blockchain. A Blockchain is 
distributed database software which is a public ledger that records all bitcoin 

transactions. Since it is a digital currency the peer to peer transactions or chain 
needs to be verified by network which runs this software. Every time a 

transaction occurs, its information is shared across network to validate the 
transaction, which is done by miners and to avoid duplicate bitcoin transactions 

without a central agency, as in the case of real world currency.

Terminology on dispsrutive innovations
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Fintech and 
Digitech companies 
chasing overheated 

valuations may 
have lost the upper 
hand to incumbent 

banks, veteran 
banker KV Kamath 
said at the Times 

Network India 
Economic Conclave 

2022

India’s tax revenues 
exceed target by 

20%, GST collection 
at all-time high.

Big Techs
Big Techs are Apple and Google, 

also retail giants such as 
Amazon and Tesco, are moving 
into the provision of financial 

services. Big Techs can use data 
garnered from clients, 

combined with their leading 
edge in the application of digital 

technology and artificial 
intelligence.

Disruptive Innovation
A disruptive innovation is an 

innovation that creates a new 
market and value network which 

eventually disrupts an existing 
market and value network, 

displacing established market 
leaders”.- Harvard Business School 

scholar Clayton M Christensen
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M-Pesa
one of the African countries made 

the world witness the biggest 
revolution till date in the form of ‘M-
Pesa’, launched in 2007 by Vodafone 

and Safaricom, the largest mobile 

network operator in Kenya.

Prime Lending Rate (PLR) 
It is the rate of interest at 

which a bank gives a loan to 
its most reliable customer 

that is a customer with “zero 
risks”.
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Game Time

ACROSS:

1. rate and efficiency of work

4. ask the bank to advance money

6.    money paid for a loan

10. The wealth of a person or business

12. promise to repair or replace

13. the amalgamation of two companies

14. legal agreement

16. total sales of a company

17. share of profits paid to shareholders

Submit Your Answer Here :- https://forms.gle/8sPUGmaXTAntEnCX7

DOWN:

2. proof of payment

3. put money into a company or 
business

5. money paid to the owner of 
copyright or patent

7. part of the capital of a company

8. where shares are bought and sold

9. money lent

11. amount of money spent

14. neither cheque nor credit card

15. money returned

https://forms.gle/8sPUGmaXTAntEnCX7

